Investigation of laminar appearance of articular cartilage by means of magnetic resonance microscopy.
Magnetic resonance (MR) images and relaxation and diffusion maps of articular cartilage were obtained to explain discrepancies in its MR appearance. Porcine specimens were studied only by MR microscopy. For human specimens a combination of MR microscopy and large-scale MR imaging was used. Common features in the laminar structures of human and porcine samples are described. It was found that the decay of transverse magnetization was nonexponential with a rapidly decaying component which prevented construction of reliable proton-density maps. Dependence of T2 values on the orientation of specimens in the magnetic field as well as magnetization transfer experiments supported the previous suggestions about a significant role of dipolar interaction with protons of collagen in the laminar appearance of articular cartilage. The loss of the laminar structure induced by rotation of the human cartilage specimen around the axis normal to its surface demonstrated nonuniform angular distribution of the collagen fibers within the layer.